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Dear colleagues,
SASDABA project (Star Analyser Spectroscopic DataBAse) is an All Sky Bright Stars Survey (V<5) of spectroscopic images from
both hemispheres developed by the Virtual Spanish Observatory (CSIC-CAB-INTA), and the Garraf Astronomical Observatory
(OAG) in Spain Pro-Am Team. The project aims to provide raw data from original observations to be used in basic spectroscopic
analysis and stellar classification practice by teachers, students, and amateur astronomers.
The Spanish Virtual Observatoryteam is coordinated by E.Solano and A.García, who updated the SASDABA on-line interface and
database. The aperture telescope range is from 80mm to 400mm, equipped with Star Analyser 100/200 grating, Alpy600,
LHIRES-III and DADOS spectrographs. The dispersion range is from 1Å to 22Å / pix. SASDABA has exponentially increased the
number of images with dispersions lower than 5Å/pix. This implies a greater capacity for more accurate practice and analysis.
To this date (last update September 12, 2022), available SASDABA on-line Database has 6419 observations from 2141 bright
stars (V<5) with declinations between + 90° and -90°.
The total observed nights are 506, gathered in 11536 files with a total of 145GB. Active observers in the period between March
and September 2022 are, X.Miret, J.Pueyo and T. Tobal for the Northern Hemisphere, and C.Ryan, S.Kerr and J.West for the
Southern Hemisphere (Astronomical Association of Queensland). The coordination greatly appreciates the work and time
dedicated by different members of this project, inspired by the spectroscopic classic works, modern lectures and Pro-Am
programs.
The zones between Declinations +90° to -30° have been fully covered. Observers located in Australia contributed to covering
large regions in the south of Declination-30°. A new station in Spain (X. Miret, XMI-1 Station) joint SASDABA Project in the last
few weeks, L.Ribé (Spain, LRD-1 & LRD-2 Stations) has started a new series of observations in the north circumpolar zone
(dispersion of 3Å/pix), with limit V=5. T.Tobal is carrying out the observations of all the stars with limit V=3.4) up to -15º
Declination with a dispersion of 1Å /pix. In recent months, a notable number of long-period variable stars have been added, with
a magnitude limit close to V=11 made by T.Tobal (Spain, TOB-6 Station)
The 81,4% of All Sky Survey (54 Harvard Photographic Charts) has been completed. The updated status and development of the
project can be accessed in detail on the OAG and SASDABA websites. Given the current pace of contributions, the project is
expected to be completed by the end of 2023.The next SASDABA online database will be updated in March 2023.
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On May23 , 2022, the third public presentation of the project took place in the in-person and on-line MW-Gaia WG5 Workshop
(May23-25, 2022) celebrated at Santiago de Compostela University (Galicia, Spain). E.Solano, professional coordinator for the
SASDABA database, presented the E-poster jointly preparedby OAG-SVO

J.Olivares (UNED University Artificial Intelligence Department, Spain) offered his collaboration to develop the automatic spectral
classification tool Specxtractor, created by H.Buoy (University of Bordeaux, France). Currently, the first tests on SASDABA images
(made with slit spectrographs) are being processed.
The fourth public presentation of the project took place in the virtual SASDABA Workshop organized by A.A.Aster (Barcelona,
Spain) and conducted by J.Masalles. Twenty four people followed the two hour presentation and follow up discussion given by
T.Tobal.

SASDABA CLASSROOM
SASDABA_CLASROOM is a fully consolidated learning project. Several virtual classrooms have been opened (SASDABA Project,
Introduction to Spectroscopy and Software Tools for Analysis and Classification). Its objective is to create a learning space
between expert and beginner observers. For this, a series of tutorials and video sessions have been prepared. The development
of the Spexctractor code is carried out within the virtual classroom SASDABAProcessing, developed by a professional and
advanced amateur team. The Spanish Federation of Astronomical Associations has regularly disseminated the activities and
news of the SASDABA project. Special thanks to its president, Iñaki Ordóñez, for his interest in our project and
SASDABA_CLASSROOM members have encouraged other colleagues to participate.
Teachers, students, and amateurs are now able to create their own virtual courses and share experiences. Anyone interested to
participateis welcomed to send an email to the coordination team.
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Objectives
Promote the development of Pro-Am
spectroscopy, from the initial to the
specialized level. Guided and practical
sessions.
Study materials and tutorials, prepared by
professionals and advanced amateurs
Links and discussion on the main spectral
analysis and classification tools
Spexctrator code development by the ProAm coordination team
In process

SASDABA MEMBERS AND STATIONS GALERY
Southern Hemisphere Stations

Julian West (Queensland, Australia)

Chris Ryan (Queensland, Australia)

Steve Kerr (Queensland, Australia)
We are currently looking for collaborators willing to take their own images. The standard recommended instrument is a
telescope with a diameter between 200 and 300 mm, and a Star Analyser 100-200 L/mm diffraction grating (or similar) or
spectrographs. Coordinators will provide the survey cartography of the region of the sky to be observed, so we can maximize
efforts and avoid unnecessary repetition. Coordinators are available to answer any questions about the method and technique
to those who are starting with observations. The tutorial document (SASDABA_Readme_v5) and a new SASDABA QUICK GUIDE
2021 is available in OAG and SASDABA websites.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you wish to receive further information or collaborate with the project. New insights are
much appreciated.
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Coordination contact: informaciooag@gmail.com
SVO-SASDABA Website: https://sdc.cab.inta-csic.es/sasdaba/
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